GMAT Practice Worksheet: Sentence Correction
(PRONOUNS)
Objective: The purpose of this worksheet is to give you practice solving GMAT
Sentence Correction problems using the knowledge and techniques learned in Game
Plan for the GMAT and taught in the video lesson “Sentence Correction - Part 2.”
Directions: Take as much time as you need to apply your grammar rules and answer
each question. Use the book and videos if necessary. Do not be concerned with time;
learning the techniques and relevant grammar rules is what is important.

1. The modern recreational canoe closely resembles the Native American bark canoe in
shape, length, weight, and carrying capacity, differing only in the materials of which
they are made.
(A) they are made
(B) they make them
(C) they made it
(D) it is made
(E) its making

2. Archaeological evidence shows that Viking ships were lighter, slimmer, and faster
than that in England.
(A) that in England
(B) they had in England
(C) they had been in England
(D) those used by the English
(E) that of the English

3. The well-preserved, 121-million-year-old fossilized bird embryo on display at the
museum has several features that suggest that its young could move about and feed
themselves very soon after they hatched.
(A) its
(B) her
(C) the species’
(D) their
(E) for this species

4. The offer of employment that Marilyn received from the employer set out their normal
work hours but also indicated that employees were expected to work whatever hours
necessary to fulfill their duties.
(A) The offer of employment that Marilyn received from the employer set out their

normal work hours
(B) The offer of employment that she received from the employer set out their
normal work hours
(C) The offer of employment that Marilyn received from her employer set out their
normal work hours
(D) The offer of employment that Marilyn received from the employer set out her
normal work hours
(E) Her employer sent Marilyn an offer of employment that outlined their normal
work hours
5. When making decisions regarding the pricing of residential real estate, they often
consider such aspects of the market as average selling price of comparable homes,
number of listings in the area, interest rates, and new housing starts.
(A) When making decisions regarding the pricing of residential real estate, they

often consider such aspects of the market as average selling price of comparable
homes, number of listings in the area, interest rates, and new housing starts.
(B) When making decisions regarding the pricing of residential real estate,
realtors often consider such aspects of the market as average selling price of
comparable homes, number of listings in the area, interest rates, and new
housing starts.
(C) When making decisions regarding the pricing of residential real estate, he or
she often consider such aspects of the market as average selling price of
comparable homes, number of listings in the area, interest rates, and new
housing starts.
(D) When making decisions regarding the pricing of residential real estate,
realtors often considers such aspects of the market as average selling price of
comparable homes, number of listings in the area, interest rates, and new
housing starts.
(E) Considering such aspects of the market as average selling price of
comparable homes, number of listings in the area, interest rates, and new
housing starts, they often make decisions regarding the pricing of residential real
estate.

6. When one is faced with a particularly grueling challenge, the alternative that is least
likely to disrupt the status quo is often the one that one chooses.
(A) When one is faced with a particularly grueling challenge, the alternative that is

least likely to disrupt the status quo is often the one that one chooses.
(B) When one is faced with a particularly grueling challenge, the alternative that is
least likely to disrupt the status quo is often the one that you choose.
(C) When you are faced with a particularly grueling challenge, the alternative that
is least likely to disrupt the status quo is often the one that one chooses.
(D) When one faces a particularly grueling challenge, the alternative that is least
likely to disrupt the status quo is often the one that you choose.
(E) When you face a particularly grueling challenge, the alternative that is least
likely to disrupt the status quo is often the one that one chooses.
7. The ancient question of the exact difference between plants and animals, which was
so complicated with the discovery of microscopic members of both groups, was
somewhat side-stepped with the establishment of a third phylum, the Protista,
reserved just for them.
(A) reserved just for them.
(B) consisting only of them.
(C) inhabited only by them.
(D) which includes all microscopic life.
(E) which would have included all microscopic plants and animals.

8. Dr. Clark’s findings that emotions affect blood pressure are different from those
published by his colleague, Dr. Smith.
(A) affect blood pressure are different from those
(B) effect blood pressure are different from those
(C) effect blood pressure are different than those
(D) affect blood pressure are different than those
(E) affect blood pressure are different from that

9. In light of the increasing evidence of the complexity of the body’s immune system,
they now realize that their approach to finding a cure for cancer has been too
simplistic.
(A) they now realize that their approach to finding a cure for cancer has been too

simplistic.
(B) scientists now realize that their approach to finding a cure for cancer has
been too simplistic.
(C) it is now realized that the approach at curing cancer was too simplistic in their
approach.
(D) approaches by them at curing cancer have been too simplistic.
(E) they now realize that their approaches to curing cancer has been too
simplistic.
10. The public’s widespread belief in the existence of UFOs and their general curiosity
about extraterrestrial life has generated considerable interest in science fiction.
(A) UFOs and their general curiosity about extraterrestrial life has
(B) UFOs and they are generally curious about extraterrestrial life which has
(C) UFOs, as well as their general curiosity about extraterrestrial life, has
(D) UFOs, as well as its general curiosity about extraterrestrial life, has
(E) UFOs, as well as general curiosity about extraterrestrial life, have

GMAT Sentence Correction Worksheet - Pronouns:
ANSWER KEY
Note: Video answer explanations for each question on this worksheet can be found under the
“Worksheets” heading on your back-end member page. If you still have questions about
certain problems after watching the solution videos, contact your instructor or send an e-mail to
info@dominatethegmat.com.
1. D
2. D
3. C
4. D
5. B
6. A
7. D
8. A
9. B
10. D

